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When it appeared in Europe in 2013, the Vision was intended for unconditional users
of soft tents, a very small segment that only concerns 12% of the market of roof
tents. But when the Franco Portuguese manufacturer launched its activities in the
United States one year later, the Vision had immediate success that its designers
had never imagined.

S

trongly recommended by the American
journalists of the Overland Journal and
Expeditions Portal the product that was
just intended to fill a gap in the James
Baroud catalogue quickly became a standard for
adventurers. Thus we quickly saw it replacing little
by little old Howling Moon and Hannibal products
on the roofs of Jeeps, Defenders, old Series 4 and
many Series 7s.
However there was one criticism; its size which
was considered too small for the American
“giants” who like to sleep in comfort.
Consequently to better satisfy the American market
the Vision was made available in an XXL version
in 2018. This version was much appreciated by
many French families.
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Opening and closing

Implementation is extremely easy. After removing
the protective cover we release a strap, jog the
last hoop and the tent unfolds by itself by means
of 2 powerful cylinders.
To close the Vision simply fold back the 2
telescopic legs and pull a strap which pulls the
folding floor back to the operator, and the tent
folds simply like an accordion.

Rounded innovation

What strikes one the most on looking at the Vision
is its rounded shape. Unlike other, antediluvian,
soft tents this cloth igloo offers no wind resistance.
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With its perfectly tensione
d cloth even when fully exp
osed
to the wind the Vision is
not affected by the anno
ying
fluttering that affects its
competitors.
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The worst gusts can only slip around the tent without
encountering the slightest flat surface on which to
grip. The Vision is modern in shape and is also a
model of innovation by the materials used. Here
aluminium is the master and we find it at all stages.
The telescopic legs, the ladder, the hoops and the
articulated panels making up the bed base are all
aluminium! This is also what explains the lightness
of this tent which only weighs 43 kg.
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To better combat the cold the Vision can be fitted, as an option,
with neoprene thermal insulation (271 including tax) which reduces the temperature loss by 5 to 7°.
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Once it is folded the Vision takes up

very little space.
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3) The mounting portal rests on
the ground and provides maximum stability.
4) We were a little disappointed
by the ladder which is not easy to
put in place before closing.

Small details and finishing

The cloth is super-taut over its armature and does
not show the slightest crease. As usual, James
Baraud has used the same cloth which has been
the basis of its success. Cloth which is practically
impossible to tear and totally waterproof composed
of several layers of aluminium. The bedroom has
2 large openings. Each of them has a solid cloth
door, a mosquito door and a transparent door for
light when it is raining.
In addition to these openings there are four
windows lined with mosquito nets.
By adjusting their opening we can ventilate the
tent and regulate the effect of condensation.
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The finishing is almost perfect. Handsome
overstitched seams, thread which grows when
wet, cloth reinforcement on all areas exposed to
moving parts: everything has been thought out to
the smallest detail. The high-density mattress is
covered with a removable washable cover. It is
8 cm thick and provides very welcome comfort
during an expedition. The Vision cannot be used
as a roof trunk as some tents with rigid shells can
be. Nevertheless 2 sleeping bags can be left in it
permanently.

The Vision has been tested
in many winter condition
s
with the famous thermal
insulation.

more resistant to the wind because of its rounded
shape. And it supports more than 25 cm of snow
on its roof without flinching. When it is fitted with
the famous thermal insulation designed by James
Baroud some years ago it is possible even to affront
polar temperatures. This is what the members
of an Americano Icelandic expedition did in the
Antarctic ice, thus proving that the Vision can be
considered a real 4-season product.

3 or 4 seasons?

Generally speaking tents with rigid shells are
4-season tents. By their design and thanks to
their top shell these tents are capable of resisting
the very heavy rain, deep snow or very strong
winds. The same cannot be said of traditional soft
tents. Whether or not they have a double roof,
their archaic design, their right angles and large
flat walls are not made to resist strong gusts or
serious snowfall. The Vision is without a doubt
When it appeared on the American mar
ket the Vision
immediately had unexpected success.
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